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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Background of the Student Social ilbrk Unit 
In the spring of 1961, the National Institute of Mental 
Health provided the financial backing for the Boston University School 
of Social Work to establish a Student Field Work Training Unit in 
School Social Work. In view of the pressing need for social work 
services in public schools, and with the aim of detecting and treating 
children who have demonstrated problems in adjusting to the school 
setting, it was felt that a professional school of social work could 
appropriate:J¥ ass'lll!le the responsibility of training students for this 
comparatively new area of social work service. Having been given this 
responsibility, Boston University School of Social Work, already having 
provided some training for those interested in school social work, 
sought to procure the most effective setting for this field work place-
ment. 
It was felt that the Division of Pupil Personnel and Special 
Education of the Newtcn, Massachusetts, Public School System would 
provide the most effective setting for the Student Unit. 
This study will examine the work of this Student Unit for the 
purpose of gaining an understanding of this new service in its initial 
l 
stages of.development. The understanding of the way this service is 
used in its initial stage may be helpful for future planning of school 
social work services in this community. 
Division of Pupil Personnel Services and Special Education 
The establishment of the Division of Pupil Personnel Services 
and Special Education in Newton enlarged the number of services offered 
to children of that community. The primary purpose of the Division's 
progr.run is to help the individual student achieve his fullest social 
and academic potential. 
The Division's program is directed by Dr, Edward Landy, 
Assistant Superintendent. The Division's personnel include seven 
psychologists, three speech and hearing therapists, three remedial 
reading teachers, two part-time psychiatrists, two school adjustment 
counsellors, a visual aids therapist, and the personnel working With 
handicapped children in special classes. 
The main functions of the psychologists are counseling and 
psychological testing. The individual psychologist may do group 
or individual therapy With the students. The three speech and hee.r-
ing therapists, three remedial reading teachers and the visual aids 
therapist work with students having specific educational problems. 
'!he two part-time psychiatrists serve as consultants to the Division 
staff and do some short-term treatment of referred students. 
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'lbere are two full t:illle School Adjustment Counsellors who 
offer social work services to the families and children in the Newton 
School System. In 1956, Mrs. Francis Forgie was the first :School 
Adjustment.6ounsellor hired in Newton. She has centered her work 
upon the multi-problem families. She works with parents and children 
in these family units. In 1960, the second a:i::hool 4djustment 6ounsel-
lor, Miss Mary Jean Ogden, was hired. Miss Ogden has worked almost 
exclusively with parents of children referred to the Division. She 
has worked with marital problems, parent-child relationships, and 
family problems. 
Boston University School of Social Work placed four second 
year graduate students in Newton in the fall of 1961, under the 
auspices of the aforementioned National Institute of Mental Health 
grant. They were supervised by Miss Ogden. With four additional 
social workers, the number of referrals to the social work unit has 
increased. Another segment of the Division provides services to the 
mentally, physically, and emotionally handicapped children. 
The interdisciplinary approach is stressed among Division 
personnel. All personnel are located in one building which fosters 
communication among the staff. This communication~ be of a formal 
or informal nature. Another feature facilitatinr; communication among 
staff is the monthly staff meeting. Not only are general issues 
discussed at this t:illle, but individual staff members present material 
related to their field of interest. In essence, communication among 
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the Division personnel is stressed and valued. 
All personnel are aSFJigned to specific schools within the 
community. Thus, each school has access to one staff member from 
each discipline. This enables the Division personnel and individual 
school personnel to work more closely for the student's benefit. 
Consultation with school personnel is a vital aspect of staff function. 
Consultation may focus upon a specific child or on general problems 
within the school. 
The referral process is initiated within the school. The 
pupil's teacher and principal collaborate in the referral process. 
When a child is referred to the Division, a standard referral form 
is used. This form includes the following information: the child's 
name, grade, scl1ool, the nature of his problem, (which, if possible, 
is ranked in order of :importance and elaborated upon by the teacher), 
and psychological test results if they are available. The form 
states parental names, address, occupation, and how the parents see 
the child's problem. It may also present information from the 
teacher regarding his communication with the parent concerning the 
possible services to be rendered to his child. The referral form may 
also show information regarding the family's contact with social 
agencies if known by the teacher or principal. This form includes 
the date of the referral and the names of the teacher and principal 
of the school. (See example of form in Appendix A). 
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Once completed, the referral form is fo~mrded to Dr. Landy's 
office. The referral is screened and sent to the staff member/s who 
deal with the problem/s mentioned on the referral form. Prior to 
giving any service to a child, parental permission must be secured. 
It is not uncommon for a child to be referred to more than one service 
in the Division. This would occur if the primary referral is com-
pounded by emotional and social factors in the child •s life. For 
example, if a child is referred for speech help the speech therapist 
may feel that the child needs psychological testing and counseling. 
The speech therapist .. and psychologist may then feel that the parents 
should be referred to the social service unit for help if the child's 
problem is being aggravated by the home environment. Thus, a speech 
therapist, a psychologist, and social worker would be working on the 
referral. &v using this int,erdisciplinary approach, the Division 
feels no major area of the child's life will be neglected and there-
fore interfer with the services he is receiving. 
Thus the Division of Pupil Personnel and Special Education 
offers direct service to referred children and their parP.nts. Thus, 
the interrelationship of the child •s academic adjustment and his home 
environment is a vital concern of the Division's program and services. 
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A Description of Newton,,· 
The city of Newton is approximately eight miles west of 
the center of Boston. It is surrounded on the east by West Roxbury, 
Brookline, and Brighton; on the north by Watertown and Waltham; on 
the west by"Weston and Wellesley; and on the south by Needham. The 
city covers an area of eighteen square miles and the population is 
nearing the lOO,OOO.marko 
There are ten post office divisions in Ne-.rton; namely, 
Chestnut Hill, Newton Centre, Newton Highlands, Newton Upper Fe.lls, 
Ne1·rtol'l Lo•,J6r Falls, Waban, Auburndale, West Newton, Newtonville, and 
Newton. 
Newton was first pennanently settled in 1693 and incorporated 
as a city in 1873. Vfuen Newton was founded j_n 1630, the main in-
habitants were Indians. Today, the Indian influence is visible in 
that many streets and several of the city's sectj_('ns have been named 
for Indian chiefs and tribes. &s soon as fanning became established 
and roads were laid out, mills were constructed to grind corn and saw 
lumber. Iron works were established in 1703 and one of the first 
paper mills in the country was erected in 1791. Newton Drper Falls 
and Newton Lower Falls became industrial centers in the 19th century. 
,,-1 
The inf<mnation contained in this section is taken primarHy from 
Monograpt n6 City of Newton prepared by Massaclnlsetts Department of 
Commerce and Newton prepared by Newton Chamber of Commerce. 
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At present, there are very few of these old industria~ in operation. 
In the past Ne1vton has boasted of machine shops, paper, woolen, 
knitting and fulling mills and thread shops. Newton has always been 
a center of prosperity and this city of large proportions has retained 
its rural character. 
Newton is primarily a r~sidential community. Certain parts 
of Newton are hilly, and generally the city is situated above sea 
level and overlooks Brookline and Boston proper. Its seven hills 
and many villages provide some of the finest residential areas in 
the metropolitan area. Newton is very appropriately called the 
Garden City because of its many trees, parks, landscaped lawns and 
grassy areas. The houses and landscapes of thirteen self-contained 
villages make up this Garden City. Most of the homes are one-family 
structures and are owned by the people living in them. These are 
' 
people who want the breadth of country living without sacrificing 
the conveniences of metropolitan proXimity. Generally speaking, 
the population fits into the upper middle or upper socio-economic 
classes. The heads of the families are mostly business proprietors, 
managers and professionals. 
In terms of the nativity of the population, eighty-six 
per cent are native born white, thirteen per cent are foreign born 
white, and less than one per cent are Negro. The ethnic composition 
of the community is interesting. '!he original population was Old 
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Yankee stock. '!he Protestant groups are still large but macy 
Roman Catholic and Jewish families have moved into the community. 
This move has been indicative of a raise in status for these groups. 
The Newton Council of Churches determined in a 1958 religious census 
of Newton household~ the following pattern of religious distribution: 
Catholics, forty-two per cent; Protestants, thirty-six per cent; 
Jewish, twenty-two per cent. 
Although primarily a suburban residential community, 
Newton's industries, especially electronics, are of a great signi-
ficance. In 1959, there were 1,650 firms employing 21,272 individuals. 
Manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, and the service industries, 
respectively, were the principal sources of employment. They 
accounted for eighty-five per cent of the reported employment in 
Newton. 
Newton is among the wealthiest cities of its size in the 
United States. The city ranks ninth in population in Massachusetts 
and fourth in assessed valuations. Municipal services are excellent. 
The school system has gained a wide reputation for its superior 
quality. To provide adequate instruction for its 8tudenth~ 
Newton employs an educational staff of over 750. The pupil teacher 
ratio in Newton is 22.9. In the state the ratio is 26.0. Pupils 
are taught in average groups of twenty-five on the elementary level 
and twenty-seven on the secondary level. The Newton schools 
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currently service 171 000 students in twenty-five elAroentary schools, 
five junior high schools, two high schools, one Technical-Vocational 
High School, one junior college. A majority of these students are 
college bound - about seventy-five per cent of a typical high school 
graduating class will attend some institution of higher edUC'Ptjon 
and over fj fh' 1)"r cent will enter a four year colle~e. 
Within a fifteen mile radius of Newton are fifty-five bona 
fide institutions of higher learning. They range from prestige 
colleges - like Harvard and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology -
to schools training secretaries, artists, technicians and artisans 
to meet regional and local l2bor needs. Within Newton itself are 
Andover - Newton Theological School, Newton College of the Sacred 
Heart, and Boston College, all leaders in their respective fields. 
There are two private junior colleges. In addition, there are the 
Newton-Wellesley Hospital's Schools of Nursing and School of Hospital 
Technology, and the Newton Junior College, which is part of the 
Newton Public School system. This latter school is in itself unique 
for it is the only full time, publicly-controlled junior college in 
New England. Newton is in:ieed well aware of the abiding :l.mportance 
of education for its citizens. 
Literature 
American interest in School Social Work dates back to the 
turn of the century. The first school social work programs were 
developed in 19o6 and 1907. Corrununity agencies in Boston, Hartford, 
9 
and New York City stimulated interest in, and financed, what were 
2 
then called "visiting teacher" programs in those three cities. In 
recent years, stimulation of the growth and development of school 
social work services has come from Within the two professional 
groups, social workers and educators. The need for social workers 
has been realized b,y different groups in different communities; i.e., 
the Attendance Department in some; in others by the Guidance Depart-
ment. In all COJTmlunities, however, it was realized that neither the 
principal nor the teacher, nor even the guidance counselor could be 
all things to all children, and that someone was needed to provide 
a liaison between the home, school, and community. School socialwork 
services are a part of an inter-professional approach t,o providing 
help for children with special problems which inhibit their capacities 
to make full use of their educational experience. 
Although little research has as yet been done in the area 
of school social work, during the past decade or two,numerous 
articles have been written discussing the various aspects of the 
field. This seems to have been a period during which the school 
social workers have been seeking definition and clarification of their 
role and attempting to justify the need for social work services with-
in the structure of the public school system. There appears to have 
been no conflicting opinions as to the appropriate focus of school 
social work and writers have emphasized the need for the service to 
2 cpal Boston, "School Social Services, 11 Social Work Yearbook, 
1960, p. 521. 
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be child-centered. Ray Graham has stated, "'lhe focus of school 
social work must be the school child, the social and emotional adjust-
3 
ment of this child in the school situation. Children referred 
include those who express their difficulties in school by aggressive-
ness, s~ess, or withdrawn behaVior. They may be failing academical-
1y without obVious cause. They may be truant. There may be other 
symptoms. These problems may reflect conflicts in family relation-
ships, unwholesome community conditions, financial difficulties, and 
other social or emotional problems. 
Much thought has been directed to the definition and dis-
cussion of the role of the school social worker and function of the 
school social work program. Some school social workers have been 
interested in becoming involved in a broader community responsibility 
which would extend outside of the casework field. other school 
systems proVide intensive psychological treatment to children on a 
regular basis. Some school systems have also utilized school social 
workers to provide both psychological therapy and organized recreation 
where the community is lacking in such facilities. A recent study of 
four Massachusetts communities illustrates the way in which programs 
are perceived and established in different communities. Brookline 
was particularly concerned with those children whose emotional prob-
lems interfered with their academic performance. Northborough was 
concerned about juvenile delinquency in the community at large. 
3 
Ray Graham, 11 1his I Do Believe, 11 in Helping the Troubled School 
Child, p. 9. 
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Malden felt the service was needed primarily for those children with 
behavior and learning difficulties, while Waltham accepted the 
4 
program as an outgrowth of an already existing guidance service. 
Edith M. Everett feels that school social workers can be 
most helpful by limiting their professional responsibility to pro-
viding casework within the school. She adds that by clearly defining 
their service, school social workers will find their program will be 
better accepted and used by parents, children and teachers. School 
social workers will accomplish less in the long run by trying to meet 
all needs and can be more effective in meetine community need by point-
ing out and illustrating the need for community facilities to provide 
the necessary services.5 
Florence Poole described the responsibilities of a school 
social worker at the National Conference of Social Work in 1949: 
The school social worker carries the primary responsibili-
ty for the social work service in the school. In order to 
ef.G@r a service that has validity in this setting, she 
must understand and accept the function of the school. She 
must be able to determine which needs within the school can 
be appropriately met through social work service, She rnust 
be able to develop a method of offering the service wM.ch 
will fit in with the general organization and structure of 
the school but which is identifiable as one requiring social 
work knowledge and skill. She must be able to define the 
service and her contribution in such a way that the school 
Berggren et al.,, "A Descriptive and Comparative Study of the 
School Adjustment Counsellor Program in the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts and in the Communities of Waltham, Malden, Brookline, 
~d Northborough, " p. 19 7. 
5 Etlith M. Everett, "The linportance of Social Work in a School 
Program, n in Helping the Troubled School Child, pp. 58-59. 
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personnel can accept it as a service which contributes to 
the major purpose of the school.6 
Originally school social work programs were provided by out-
side groups. Hm<ever, now we see the schools including the services 
as an integral part of the school system. Increasingly the social 
worker is being considered a member of the school staff and works in 
developing programs, policies, and procedures. It is important that 
the sChool social worker be able to recognize and accept the con-
tribution of the other teaching professions as well as other pro-
fessions being able to recognize social work contributions. The need 
for mutual acceptance is clearly stated by Ray Graham. 
The school must not accept school social work as a tool 
to be used in ways not acceptable to the profession of 
social work. And social workers must not use the school 
merely as a locale for 'plying their trade 1 without re-
gard for the purpose of the school. Only from this understand~ng can come mutual acceptance.? 
Since school socia.l work is still in its formative stages 
in Massachusetts, this description of this service will add +..o our 
knowledge of school social work in this State. 'fuus the purpose of 
this study is related to gaining an understanding of a new service 
in its initial stages of development, and using this knowledge gained 
for future planning of the service in this coll'.muni ty. This study 
describing school social work in Newton also adds a new chapter to 
the development of school social work in Massachusetts. 
6 Florence Poole, "Analysis of the Characteristics of .School 
Social Work, 11 in Helping the Troubled School Child, PP• 48-49. 
1 Graham, ~· cit., p. ll. 
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Purpose of the Study 
The community of Newton has had the School Adjustment 
Counsellor program within the school system for approximately five 
years. '!he school year 1961-1962 was, however, the first year that 
a Boston University training unit of school social workers, f'our 
second year graduate students, was in the school system, Their 
activities focused on work with children referred to the unit and 
their parents. Being a relatively new service in the Newton school~ 
and community, this study is concerned with the way this service was 
utilized in its initial stages, Therefore we asked the following 
questions 1 
1. What were the characteristics of the families referred 
to the student social work unit? 
2. Why did the school refer these children? 
3. What was the parental reaction to the social service 
offered? 
4. What problems were brought to the school social service 
by the parent.s? 
5. What was the interaction among school personnel, family, 
and school social worker? 
Though this is a small SaliJPle, the findings may throw light 
on same of these questions, We may be able to project into the 
future use of this service in the Newton Schools. That is, what 
types of problems may the social worker be dealing with? Will they 
be restricted by class, age, or other external factors? In working 
in the Newton Schools, should the social worl< unit limit its 
service to only casework treatment? Should the so.-iPl work unit 
play an educational role in the schools and the conununity so that 
all persons will be familiar with the function of the social work 
unit? In essence, in what areas should the social work services be 
expanded to meet the needs of the community? Since CC1mlllllnitta tdx>n•:be-
tween the various disciplines appears to be essential, is it suffi-
cient at this time or could it be expanded to increase understanding 
of each professional role and function? 
Methodology 
The criteria used in selecting this sample wa.s: (1) only 
those cases from the Student Unit in order to look at the uew school 
social work service, (2) only those cases referred between September, 
1961 and January, 1962 to establish a realistic time limit, 
(3) only those cases in which there had been one in-person interview 
to insure that there would be at least a minimal amount of material. 
The sample that evolved from these criteria was the forty children 
from the thirty-six families referred from September, 1961 through 
January, 1962 to the Student Social Work Unit. 
The basic study design was descriptive. The Division of 
Pupil Personnel standard referral fonn and the recorded interviews 
were the sources of data. The data was collected by means of a 
schedule which was completed by the four student social workers for 
15 
each case they were treating. (See appendix B for copy of schedule.) 
The schedule was devised in a manner to obtain mainly descriptive 
infonnation in three general areas: (1) characteristics of the 
referred family, (2) characteristics of the referred child, (3) des-
cription of school social services rendered to the child and his 
family. 
Scope and Limitations 
The present study is a descriptive study of the thirty-six 
families referred to the Student Social Work Unit between September, 
1961 and January, 1962. The focus of the study is on the characteris-
tics of the referred child and his family and the school social 
servicesxendered rather than on the casework treatment. 
The limitations in the study are (1) Newton is a special 
community, (2) the size of the sample was small, (3) the C)ases 
were known to the Unit for only a brief period of time, (4) there 
are lim:i.tations inherent in using case material. 
1.6 
CHAPTER II 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE REPmlRED FAMILIES 
Intredueti0111 
This chapter focuses upan the external objective characteristics 
of the family units of those children referred to the Student Social 
Work Unit in Newton. Since this was a new service, we felt it 
important to gain a broad Ul!lierstanding of those families who initial-
ly used the service. That is, were these families typical.+:ofllthe 
general community in terms of race, age, religion, education, occupation, 
marital status, and mobility? 
Race 
In the study there were thirty-six families. All families 
were white. Ali fewer thm cme per eent of Newton's population is 
non-bite, this seemed not UJlUsual for our small sample. 
Table 1 illustrates the ages of the parents in the study-. 
Age Group 
$1 years or over 
46-50 years 
41-45 years 
36-40 years 
31-35 years 
26-30 years 
UDder 26 
unknown 
Total 
tiBU 1 
AGE OF PARENTS 
Mothers Fathers 
l 2 
2 3 
9 8 
12 12 
7 4 
3 3 
0 0 
2 4 
3b 3b 
17 
Total 
3 
5 
17 
24 
ll 
6 
0 
6 
72 
I '! 
The ages of the llli£illllilrs ranged from . twen ty-n.ine to fifty-one and the 
fathers !rom thirty to .f'if'ty-three. Over thirty-three per sent, 
twenty-four in all, were between thirty-six and forty years of age. 
Of t?e thirty-six mothers, only seven were Ullder age thirty-six and 
thirteen were over age forty. or the fathers, ten were Ullder age 
thirty-six and ten were over age .f'orty. The oldest pareat in the 
study was a father, aged .f'ifty-three. In only one instanse wu there 
a marked disparity in age between parents. 'lhis was a ten year age 
dif'ferenee. Age as a general rule did not in any case present a 
major problem. 
Religious Af'fillatioa 
Table 2 shows the distribution of the families concerning the 
various religions. 
Religion 
Catholic 
Jewish 
Protestant 
Mixed 
'i'ABL!: 2 
RELIGION OF PARENTS 
Total 
Number of Families 
18 
10 
8 
0 
Of the thirty-six families, eighteen or .f'if't.y per cent were CatholiCilSo 
Ten, or twenty-seven per eent, were Jewuh. Eight, or twenty-two per 
cent, were Protestant. There were no couples who had a mixed ..:rl'iage. 
We noted that eur amall study did net follow the communit,y pattern 
or religious distribution which is Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish. 
Our study may reflect the religious affiliation or the population 
attending a particular school. That is, there may be areas in 
Newton where one religious group predominates. This group would 
attend the neighborhood school. Thus, if one school referred more 
children then a school in an area or another religious group, it 
would be likely that more children of a particular religious group 
in that school would be referred. 
Level of F.ducational Attainment 
Table 3 shows the level of educational atta.inmen.t of the parents. 
EDUCATICli OF P ARDTTS 
Highest Educational Num.ber of Parents 
LeTel Cempleted Mothers Fathers Total 
Graduate School 2 l 3 
College 8 10 18 
Partial College l l 2 
Juniw College 3 0 3 
High School 14 16 30 
Jr. High or Less 5 3 8 
Unknown 3 5 8 
Total 36 36 72 
The level or educational att.aj ment was obtai.Ded for sixty-four or 
the seventy-two parents. The data shaw that or these sixty-four 
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parents whose formal education was known, only eight, or five mothers 
and three fathers, did not complete high school. Thus eighty-seven 
per cent of the parents whose formal education is known completed 
high school. Thirty parents, fourteen mothers and sixteen fathers, 
complet~d high school only. Three mothers completed junior college. 
One mother and one father completed only partj_al college, and eight 
mothers and ten fathers. completed their college education. TWo 
mothers had post graduate education, one in social work and one in 
English. One father had graduate training in science. There appears 
to be no significant difference in the educational status of the 
mothers and the fathers. 
Evidence shows that the level of educational attainment of 
the parents in this study is slightly higher than in Newton as a 
whole. According to census figures, only seventy per cent of the 
total adult population of Newton has completed high school; this 
study includes eighty-seven per cent who have high school education. 
Thus the thirt,r-six families in this study evidence higher educational 
attainment th~n is the norm for this well educated middle class 
communi t.r. 
Marital Status 
First Marriage 
Remarried 
Separated 
Divorced 
TABLE 4 
MARITAL STATUS OF PARENTS 
Number of Families 
Total 
27 
3 (1 father; 2 moth'er 2 
u 
3b 
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Of the thirty-six family units, this was the first and only marriage 
for twenty-seven, or seventy-five per cent. For one father, this 
was the second marriage. For two mothers, this was the second 
marriage. Two parents were separated and four were divorced. 
Years of Marriage 
Table 5 illustrates the years of marriage for the families in the 
study. 
Years 
2S years " 
23-25 years 
20-22 years 
17-JS years 
14-16 years 
11-13 years 
8-10 years 
5-7 years 
under 5 
unknown 
TABLE :J 
YEAfu:> o~· MARRIAGE 
Total 
No. of Families 
3 
0 
4 
5 
3 
6 
5 
2 
0 
8 
For eight couples, the number of years of marriage was unknown. or 
the remaining twenty-eight couples, fourteen had been married more 
than thirteen years. 
O:cupation and Primary Source of Family Income 
Table 6 shows the occupations of the parents in the study. 
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TYpe of Occupation 
Professional and 
Technical 
Managerial 
Clerical 
Sales Work 
Craftsman 
Service Work 
Laborer 
Unemployed 
Housewife 
Unknown 
TABIE 6 
OCCUPATION OF PARENTS 
Mothers 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
31 
0 
Total 
Father 
11 
2 
0 
5 
7 
2 
7 
1 
0 
1 
Total 
11 
2 
2 
5 
7 
3 
9 
1 
31 
1 
72 
The employment of only one of the thirt~-six fathers is unlmown, 
One father is unemployed because of a chronic illness. Five, or only 
fourteen per cent of the mothers, are employed outside the home, 
Thus the primary source of income in thirty-two, or approximately 
nine~ per cent of the families, was the father's employment. In 
the two families where there was separation and in the four families 
where there was divorce, the income was derived from the following 
sources: one family from ADC, one family from the m'l.ternal parental 
home, and three families from the mother's employment, In the family 
whose father was totally incapacitated, the financial support was 
derived from disability funds. In all instances the occupational 
and educational level seemed to be well correlated, 
According to census data, approximately fifty-one per cent of 
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the entire population of Newton above the age of fourteen are in 
the labor force. In this study fifty-four per cent of the parents 
were in the labor force. Concerning the all-Newton data, it was 
found that thirty-two per cent of this entire labor force were women. 
In this study only fourteen per cent of the parents working were 
women. The occupations found in this study were similar in distri-
bution to those of Newton as a whole, with the exception of there 
being more adults involved in professional and technical occupations 
in this study. 
~sical Bealth 
Physical health problems did not ~ppear in a gre2t prcpor-
tion of the study. Among the fathers, two had ulcers; two indicated 
heart trouble; two had alcohol problems; one had high blood pressure; 
~d one had obesity. Polio had incapacitated one father. Those 
illnesses indicated by the mothers included the following: one in-
dicated headaches, one skin rash, one obesity, one asthma and one 
alcohol. Two mothers had multiple sclerosis. 
Si2eof the Families 
There were 119 children in the thirty-six families studied. 
Table 7 •hows the numerical distribution of these children per 
f~izy. 
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TABl& 7 
SIZE OF THE F.AMILIES 
N\llllber 0f Children Number of Families 
Per Family 
l 3 
2 ll 
3 9 
4 5 
5 3 
6 4 
7 0 
8 l 
Total 36 
The nUIIIber of children per family UJd.t, includillg referred childre~~o 
ranged from cm.e to eight. · Three families had only one child and one 
family had eight children. Twenty-three families, or approximately 
sixty-four per cent, had. no more than tllree children. Twelve families 
had four to six children. 
Legal Status of the Children 
Table 8 shows the legal status of the children in the families in the 
study". 
TABLE 8 
LEGAL STATUS OF 'JllE CHILDREN 
Legal Status Number of Families 
Adopted 2 
Step-ehildren 2 
Natural 32 
Total 36 
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In two families the children were adopted. In each instance these 
were oae-ehild families. In two families there were step-ehildren. 
ib.e children in the remaining thirty-two families were natural-born 
children o! these pareats. 
!ge and Sex e! the Children 
Tlie complete age and sex distributillll o! all children in the families 
ill the study is shown in Table 9 • 
Age 
20 years "' 
16-20 ;years 
ll-15 years 
6-10 years 
3-5 years 
UJider 3 years 
Total 
TABlE 9 
AGE AND SEX OF THE <liii1lREN 
Male 
0 
8 
12 
30 
9 
0 
>9 
Female 
l 
3 
20 
23 
9 
~ 
Total 
l 
ll 
32 
53 
18 
1~ 
The abeve Table includes the children referred to the Schoel Social 
Work Unit. 0! the total 119 children, fi!ty-three, or !ourty-tour per 
cent, were between the ages o! six and ten years. Eighty-rive, or 
seventy-one per cent, were between the ages ef six and fifteen. 
Mobility ef the Families 
Table 10 shows the ;years o! residence ill Newton e! the families ill 
this study. 
TABlE 10 
YEARS OF RESimlNCE IN NEWTON 
Years of' Residenee 
10 years • 
7~9 ;rears 
4-6 ;rears 
1~3 ;rears 
less than l ;rear 
unknnn 
Total 
Number of' Families 
10 
3 
6 
4 
1 
12 
Of' the thirty-six i'amilies in this study, it was known that 
only one i'amily had lived in Newton less than one year. From the 
data available, it was seen that half' of' the i'amilies had lived in 
Newton more than i'our years and ten of' the i'amilies had lived in the 
city more than ten years. 
Because the length of' residenae in Newton was unknown i'or 
about one~third ei' the total thirty-six i'amilies1 valid cenclusions 
could not be made as to the mobilit,r of' these i'amilies. 
Famili~• Prior Contact with Social Agencies 
Only seven of' the i'amilies acknowledged having had contact 
with outside social agencies. One i'amil;r was known to have had 
contact with the Department of' Public Weli'are of' Massachusetts. 
Services i'rom other social agencies were i'or problems relating to 
marital adjustment, adult individual personality adjustment, and child 
behavior problems. 
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Summary 
In gu.eral, it would seem that the thirty-six families in 
the study illustrate the high-middle class aspect o! the residents 
o! Newton. The only way they might be considered to be atypical 
.t'rOlll an economic standpoint is in the area of occupation, where they 
evidenced an even higher concentration of professional and technical 
skill than is seen in the total Newton population. When considering 
the study, !ewer mothers worked outside the home than is found in 
Newton at large, and fewer parents were separated. Thus, cohesive-
Ress o! the !amil1 !'rom a physical standpoint, at least, prevails. 
In essu.ce, the sample represented the relativel1 stable, middle -
class residents o! Newton. 
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CHAP'l'ER In 
CHARA.C'IERISTICS OF THE HKFEll.RED CHILD 
IntroduetiOA 
This chapter focuses upon the characteristics of the children 
referred to the Student Social Work Unit in Newtu.. Although the unit 
did direct casework with only six children, we felt it important to 
UJ&derstand the children referred. That is, what characteristics were 
presnt to prompt the referral of these children and their parents for 
social work help? Were behavior or academic problems the key factors? 
I1' trends of this nature were noted, it might be of importance in the 
future utilization of the unit. A question that might be answered 
would be, should casework services be the most important aspect of 
the worker's function or should the worker assume a more educational 
role within the school cCIIIIlll1lni.ty? 
During the period from September, 1961, through January, 1962, 
a total of forty children fram thirty-eix familY units were referred 
to the student school social workers. In the thirty-six families 
considered, there were four families f'.rom which more than one child 
was referred. Two families each had a pair of twins referred. The 
sample also included two adopted children. All children were white. 
There were no children referred from the Special Education classes for 
the mentallY retarded or the emotionally disturbed. One of the 
referred children was a female adolescent who received home instruction 
due to a chronic physical disability. 
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Sex and Age 
Table 11 shows the sex and age distribution of the forty 
children in the study. 
TABLE 11 
AGE DISTRIBUTICti BY SEX 
.Age Male Female Total 
12 ;rears and over 0 1 1 
11 ;rears 4 3 7 
10 ;rears 4 3 7 
9 years 9 4 13 
8 years 3 1 4 
7 years 3 3 6 
6 years 1 1 2 
Under 6 years 0 0 0 
Total 24 10 40 
Of the forty children referred, twenty-four, or sixty per 
cent, were boys and sixteen, or forty per oent,_were girls. The 
ages of the children ranged from six to sixteen. 
This study concerning Newton reveals that the number of 
referrals are almost evenly distributed between boys and girls. How-
ever; in the study by Berggren et al., it was foUl!ld that boys referred 
to the Waltham school social work .. rvice aoutituted eighty-five per 
cent of the total referrals.1 A similar rate of referral was noted 
in Malden where eighty-one per cent of the referrals were boys.2 In 
Brookline, seventy-seven per cent of the referrals were boys, and ill 
Berggren-et al., on. cit., P• 99. 2 =-
Ibid., P• 136. 
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"3 
Northboro, seventy-two per cent were boys. A study by Heller and 
King folllld that in Needham, lilixty-&even per eent of the children 
referred to the school social work service were bays. 4 Thus it was 
folllld that in Newton the referrals were more evenly distributed 
between boys and girls than in any of the other cOIIIIllunities compared. 
Grade ad Sex 
Table l2 shows the grade and sex distribution of the forty 
children in the study. 
TABlE l2 
GRADE DISTRIBUTICti BY SEX 
School Grade Male Female Tetal 
Kinder gar tea 0 0 0 
lst Grade 3 4 7 
2nd Grade 2 0 2 
3rd Grade 7 l 8 
4th Grade 6 6 12 
5th Grade 4 l 5 
6th Grade 2 3 5 
7th Grade and abOTe 0 l l 
Total 24 10 40 
ibirty-nine of the referred children ranged f'rom the first 
grade te the sixth grade. One child, a girl, received home instructio 
3 
Ibid., PP• 161, 186. 
4 
Katherine Heller and Vivian King, "A Comparative Study of 
1959-60 Referrals to the School Adjustment Couaselling Services in the 
Comnmnities of Malden and Needhalll," P• 107. 
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en the high school level. Grade four referred the most children. 
'nlere were twelve children from this grade, .r six boys alld six 
girls. The data indicated that grades two, three, and five referred 
more boys than girls. In grade three a total of eight children were 
referred, or seven boys and one girl. In those grades indicating a 
greater ll'IIDiber of girls referred than boy&, the difference in lllllll-
ber is slight. Grade one had a total of seven children, or fifty-
seven per cent girls to forty-three per cent beys. Grade six had 
a total of five ehildren, or sixty per cent girls and forty per cent 
boys. As the sample was small, it was difficult to form any definite 
pattern in the relationship of grade and sex to numbers of referrals. 
'lhus it is seen that in Newton the largest number of referrals 
came from grade four. Previous studies concerning school social work 
services show that grade four is foUlld to be the second most fre-
quat grade of referral in three of the five other communities 
studied. In Waltham~ Malden and Needham~ 6 it was found that the 
second largest number of referrals were .(rom grade four. 
Previous studies foUlld that each community varied as to 
grade from which the largest number of children were referred. 'lhe 
etudy b.1 Berggren et al found that the largest number of referrals in 
7 
Brookline came from grade eight. In Waltham the largest number of 
Berggren et alo, !E• ill•, P• 98. 
~eller and King, ""• cit., PP• 371 ll4. 7 -=-
Berggren et al., !E• ~·~ P• 163. 
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re.f'errala cae !'rom grade one. 8 The study by" Heller ad King shOWB 
that in Malden the largest number of' re.f'errals were !'rom grade .f'ive, 
and in Needlwn the largest number of' re.f'errala were !'rom grade two. 
It is interesting to note that in lll'eJi1lm no children were 
re.f'erred !'rom kindergarten classes even though seventeen per cent of' 
the children re.f'erred were !rom grade one. One ru:y speculate that 
the usual reasons .f'or re.f'errala mq have been present in the kinder-
garten but the teachers may have seen this year as a period of adjust-
ment for the child. 
However, studies by" Berggren et all and Heller and King 
found that some children were re.f'erred !'rom kindergarten. Needham had 
liD ll 
seven children ref' erred, W al thalli !'our, and Brookline and Malden had 
ene child referred !'rom kindergarten. In these oomnrunities, as in 
Newton, there was a definite increase in re.f'errals !'rom first grade 
over the number referred !'rom kindergarten. 
Grado and Age 
Table 13 shows the grade and age distribution of the children 
in the study. 
Ibid., P• 98. 
%eller and King, ~· cit., PP• 37, 114. 
10 
Berggren et al., ~· cit., PP• 98, 161. 
ll 
Heller and King, op. cit., PP• 37, 114. 
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TABIZ 13 
GRADE DISI'RIBUTICII BY AGE 
School Grade 6 7 8 9 10 ~e ~Years ll 1 Total 
1st Grade 2 5 7 
2nd Grade l l 2 
3rd Grade 3 5 8 
4th Grade 8 4 12 
5th Grade 2 3 5 
6th Grade l 4 5 
7th Grade 
andover l l 
Total 2 6 413 7 7 l 40 
Of' the forty children referred, twenty-three, or f'if'ty-seven 
per cent, were in the f'eurth grade or above. We also noted that these 
twenty-three children represented f'if'ty-eight per cent of' the children 
who were age nine or older. Our data, as in the study by Berggren et 
al, dees not include axry means of determining if' a child had repeated 
a school grade. This inf'ol'lllatioa could be useful in determining if' 
the grade placement C1d age .r the referred children were in any way 
atypical. We do know, however, that many children have birthdays 
during the school year which would place them in another age category 
although their grade placement remains the same. The study by Heller 
and King found, however, that children ref' erred to the school adjust-
ment counsellors in Needham and Malden tended to be older than other 
l2 
non-referred children in their school grade. As previously mentioned, 
12 Ibid., PP• 34, llO. 
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this study of Newton referrals to the social work unit cannot note 
such a specific trend. 
Sex of Child and Ordinal Position in Famil;y 
Table 14 shows the distribution of the children in the 11tudy 
by sex and ordinal position in the family. 
TABLE 14 
ORDINAL POSITIOO AND SEX 
Ordinal Position Male Female Tetal 
Only Child 1 2 3 
Youngest child 8 4 12 
Middle child 6 5 11 
Oldest child 9 5 14 
Total 24 16 40 
There were three only children within the group of forty 
referred children. These were one boy and two girls. There were 
twelve children, four girls md eight boys, or a total of sixty-seven 
per cent, who were the youngest children in the present family unit. 
Five girls and six boys were in the middle ordinal position. (Middle 
ordinal position refers to that position in Which there is at least 
one older and one younger sibling.) Of the fourteen children who were 
the oldest sibling, five were girls and nine were boys. There did not 
appear to be a significant relationship between the ordinal family 
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position and sex to the numbers of referrals to the social work unit. 
Physical Health 
Of the total study of forty c'hildren, relatl.vely few were 
noted as having physical health problems. There were more boys who 
were indicated as having health problems than girls. In reviewing 
the outstanding medical problems o£ the referred children, we noted 
that six boys and one girl were mentioned as having problems around 
bowel and bladder functions. Five children, or three boys and two 
girls, were noted as having speech disorders. Among the girls, there 
was one case o£ skin rash indicated; one was overweight; one had a 
'history of convulsions; one had asthma; and one child had rheumatoid 
arthritis. 
Reasons £or Referral 
This portion o£ the chapter discusses the reasons given £or 
the referrals of the children. In our study, eleven children were 
new referrals, twenty-nine children being re-referred. Unfortunately, 
the past referral forms were not accessible so that a comparison could 
not be ma:ie of past and present referral reasons. 
Although any school person mq refer a child, all referrals 
JliilSt be approved by the school principal.. It is also necessary to 
" . 
have parental consent before services may be given to a child. The 
children who were referred to the Unit were selected by the school 
psychologists from those children referred to their section. The 
Division o£ Pupil Personnel has a standard referral form used by the 
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referring person in making a referral to a~ of the special services 
within the school system. The referral form has eight categories. 
These eight categories are Withdrawal, Anti-social Behavior, Low Grades, 
Hearing and speech Problems, Reading Difficulties, Non-English Speak-
ing Children, Special Education and others. It is standard procedure 
for the referring person to rank these reasons in order of importance. 
We have used only six categories in ma~ of the tables as only one 
child was referred for reason of Non-English Speaking and one child 
for 8pecial Education. 
Table 15 shows the reasons of referral for the for~ referred 
children and how these reasons were ranked by the referring person. 
TABLE 15 
RANK ORDER OF ~~ORTANCE OF REASONS FOR REFERRAL 
Rank 
Referral Reason l 2 3 4 Total 
Low Grades 3 ll 2 1 17 
Anti-social 7 4 0 0 ll 
Withdrawal 9 2 5 l 17 
Reading 3 4 3 l ll 
Speech 3 1 2 1 7 
Non-English 1 0 0 0 1 
Special Education 1 0 0 0 1 
Others 13 1 0 1 15 
40 23 12 5 80 
In looking at the primary reasons for referrals, the Others 
category was mentioned thirteen times. Withdrawal was mentioned nine 
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times. Anti-social Behavior was mentioned seven times. Although we 
do not know the specific nature and extent of these problems, they do 
appear to be related to social and emotional problems rather than 
ac:o.demic problems. Those problems which ranked second in importance 
were Low Grades, Reading, and Anti-soci2.1 Behavior. 'lbese reasons 
for referring a child appear to be more specifically focused on the 
child's academic adjustment. We may speculate that the school personnel 
referring these children were aware of the child's social and emotional 
problems and their relationship to academic achievement. 
Since the others category was noted frequently, it needs to 
be clarified. 'lbis category was used if the child had problems that 
could not be included in the other classifjc~tions. Problems placed 
in ti1is category included those related to the home environment, 
those related to school absences, and those rela.ted to he8lth prob-
lems. Table 16 shows the breakdown of these referral reasons and the 
frequency by sex with which they were noted in the study. 
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TABLE 16 
TYPES OF PhOBLEMS INCLUDED UNDER 11 0THERS 11 CATEGORY 
BY SEX OF CHILD 
Sex of Referred Child 
Problem Boys Girls Total 
Home environment 
parent-child rel, 1 2 3 
sibling rivalry 1 1 
School 
Absences 1 2 3 
Healt.h 
soiling 1 1 
enuresis 2 2 
nervous disorders 5 5 
Total 5 10 15 
The others category was used ten times in referring girls 
to the Division, Five girls were referred because of nervous dis-
orders. Parent-child relationship was noted because of school ab-
sences, One girl was referred because of rivalry with her siblings, 
Unfortunately, these referral reasons were not elaborated upon on 
the referral form, so we do not know the extent and nature of these 
problems. 
The others category was used five times in referring boys to 
the Division, Three boys were referred because of bladder and bowel 
control problems, The parent-child relationship was a reason for 
one boy's referral. School absence was the key factor in the referral 
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of another boy. Once again the referral form did not elaborate upon 
the nature and extent of the problem. 
In essence, the others category was used if the child 1s prob-
lem appeared to be of a more emotional and social nature rather than 
concerning academic maladjustment. 
In comparing this data concerning Newton with the reasons why 
children were referred to school social work services in other 
communities, it was found that the rank of importance of the reasons 
for referral varied by community. In the study by Berggren et al the 
categories of reasons for referral were not comparable to that found 
in the Newton data. The study by Heller and King, however, did 
provide a comparable list of reasons for referral, so that the findings 
of the Newton study could be compared with those reasons for referral 
found in Needham and Malden. In looking at the primary reasons for 
referral in Newton, the others category was mentioned as a reason in 
thirty-three per cent of the referrals. Withdrawal was mentioned in 
twenty-three per cent of the referrals, and Anti-social Behavior was 
found to be of primary importance in eighteen per cent of the referrals. 
In the !2ller, and King study, the primary reason for referral in 
Needham was Withdrawal, which was found in forty-one per cent of the 
referrals. Anti-social Behavior was found to be of primary importance 
in twenty-eight per cent of the referrals, and Low Grades was the 
13 primary reason in twenty-four per cent of the referrals. Thus it is 
l3 lbid, P• 114. 
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seen that in both Newton and Needham, Withdrawal was found to be of 
primary importance as a reason for referral more frequent]~ than the 
next most important reason for referral, Anti-social Behavior. In 
Malden, however, Anti-social Behavior was the mqst frequent reason for 
referral, being found in fift,y-eight per cent of the referrals. Of 
the primary reasons for referral, IDw Grades was found to be of 
primary importance in twenty-two per cent of the cases, and Withdrawal 
was third in order of prime importance in sixteen per cent of the re-
14 
ferrals. We may speculate that the emphasis placed on different 
problems by these communities is a reflection of the school system •s 
perception of the problem indicating the child's maladjustment to the 
school setting. 
Table 17 shows the relationship between the reasons for which 
the children were referred and the grade placements. 
14 
Ibid, p. 37. 
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TABLE 17 
Rl>FERRAL REASON AND GRADE 
School Grade 
Referral Reason lst 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th Total 
Low Grades 4 0 3 5 2 3 0 17 
Anti-social 1 2 3 3 l 1 0 11 
l¥i thdrawal 4 l 2 4 4 2 0 17 
Reading 3 0 2 3 l 2 0 ll 
Speech 1 ·o 1 3 2 0 0 7 
others 1 1 1.! 5 0 3 l 15 
Total 14 4 15 23 10 11 1 78* 
*Although the total number of reasons for referral was 80, for 
clarity the total number stated is 78. Because of only one 
instance of a referral due to special education, and one re-
ferral because of non-English speaking, it was felt that these 
categories were too small for demonstration on the above table, 
as well as the two following tables, 
In looking at the five specific categories and the Others 
catego~ in relation to the grade placement of the children, it was 
noted that each grade had an individual patterning of referral reasons, 
In grade one, Low Grades and Withdrawal were the major reasops for 
referral. There were only three reasons for referral in the second 
grade. These were Anti-social Behavior, Withdrawal and others. In 
the third grade there was an even distribution of the reasons for 
referral. r>-,~.s grade had the second highest number of reasons fur 
referral. ~ categories of Low Grades, Withdrawal, and Others were 
the major reasons for referral in the fourth grade. In grade five, 
Withdrawal was the referral reason given in forty per cent of the cases. 
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In gr~de six, the reasons for referral were almost evenly distributed. 
It was found that some reasons were considered more important 
in certain grades than in others. Low Grades was most frequently 
mentioned in grades one and four. Anti-social Behavior was mentioned 
most often in grades three and four. Withdrawal was indicated as a 
concern in the first, fourth and fifth grades. Reading was seen as 
a problem in the first and fourth grades. Speech was the least fre-
quently mentioned problem. There does not appear, however, to be any 
consistent pattern regarding these reasons for referral. 
Relationship Between Referral Reasons and Sex 
Table 18 shows reasons for referral for boys. 
TABLE 18 
REFERRAL REASONS OF BOYS BY RANK OF IMPORTANCE 
Rank 
Referral Reason 1 2 3 4 Total 
low Grades 2 7 1 1 11 
Anti-social 5 2 0 0 7 
Withdrawal 7 2 4 0 13 
Reading 3 3 3 0 9 
Speech 2 1 2 1 6 
Others 5 0 0 0 5 
Total 24 15 10 2 51 
In looking at the five specific categories and the Others 
category, the reason most frequently ranked first for boys was With-
drawal. The second most frequently noted in the first ranking was 
Anti-social BehaVior and the others category. We may note the 
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emphasis on the social and emotional problems of these children. 
Table 19 shows the reasons for referral for girls. 
TABLE 19 
REFERRAL REASONS OF GI.l:iLS BY RANK OF IMPORTANCE 
Rank 
Referral Reason 1 2 3 4 Total 
Low Grades 1 4 1 0 6 
Anti-social 2 2 0 0 4 
Withdrawal 2 0 1 1 4 
Reading 0 1 1 0 2 
Speech 1 0 0 0 1 
others 9 1 0 0 10 
Total 15 8 3 1 27 
The Others category was the reason most frequently ranked 
first for girls. As previously mentioned, the problems mentioned in 
this category centered upon the home environment, nervous disorders, 
parent-child relationships, and sibling rivalry. The importance 
placed on the others category indicates the interrelationship of the 
girl's social and-emotional adjustment and her school adjustment. 
The second most frequently noted reasons in the first ranking 
were Ant;-social Behavior and Withdrawal. It should be noted that 
these reasons fell far below the others category and could not be 
considered of real importance in the referral of the girls. 
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SUMMARY 
In this chapter we noted approximately seventy per cent of 
the referred children were nine years of age or older, There were 
twenty-four boys and sixteen girls in the study, There were no re-
ferrals from the kindergarten classes, Grade four referred the most 
children, 
Regarding the reasons for referring a child, the others 
category was used most frequently as the prime reason for referring a 
child, Problems in this category included the child's home environment, 
school absences, and health problems, Withdrawal and Anti-social Be-
havior were the other primary reasons for referring the child, In 
those reasons of second importance in referring a child, Low Grades 
was most frequently noted, Withdrawal was mentioned most frequently 
as the referral reasons for boys, The others category was most fre-
quently used in the referral of girls, 
In comparing this data concerning Newton with that of studies 
concerninp other communities, we noted that there were differences in 
the sex distribution of the referrals, the grade placement, and 
reasons for referrals to the school social work services, It was 
found that in Newton the referrals were more evently distributed 
between boys and girls than in any of the other communities compared, 
A comparison of the grade from which the largest number of children 
were referred revealed that each community differed here also, In 
regard to reasons for referral, there was evidence that there was a 
different emphasis placen by each community on the primary reason 
for the child's referral. Both Newton and Needham regarded Withdrawal 
as more :il!lportant than Anti-social Behavior. Newton data, however, 
revealed that the C'thers category was mentioned even more frequent,ly 
than Withdrawal. Referrals to the Malden school socia.l work service 
showed that the primary reason for referral in the.t community Has 
Anti-social Behavior. Thus, this comparison of communities in regard 
to the characteristics of th<> r<>fpr·red child emphasizes the various 
pPrception.~ of the school social work service. we may speculate that 
these differences result from the differences in communi ties and the 
social problems ex:istent in the individual communities. 
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CHAPrBR IV 
DESCRIPTION OF SCHOOL SOCIAL SBaVI<XS RENDERED 
htroduetioa 
This chapter focused upoa tbroe aspects of' the aervices 
offered within the Di'fison; tllat is1 the seope of' the serrlcea 1 the 
pareatal reactioa to the services offered b.r the Social Work uait aad 
by the Division of' Pupil Persoaelo We hoped to broaden the uaderataJid-
iag of' what serTiees the referred child was actuallr reeeiviDg aad had 
received ia the past. We also viewed the .-mication patteru betweea 
the various diseipliaes to gain an uaderstaMiug of the existiag 
relatioaships and attitudes preseat withia the Division. 
M previously mentiGed1 few pareats had prior contact with 
secial work agencies. We felt that this might have a definite bear-
ing upoa their peroeptiou of the serrlee as part ef the total seheol 
com•n•i t)" • This would have a direct iaf'lueace on their 1Bi tial ability 
to use the serrlee. We felt that thil migllt have Maniag u to hew 
aDd illlere te reach out te these pareats ia of'f'eriag the serrlees and 
in expandiag the eduaational role ef the worker. 
We briefly viewed the worker's pereeptioa of the clieat's 
problems te gain an awareaess ef the _uture of the problems beiBg 
brought to a School Social Work Ulli t. In this, we hoped to see what 
aspect of' the work needed mere emphasia. Mit would help ia guidiag 
future deeillions such as whether ore nigilt should be placed on case-
work treatment, referrals to other agel1Giee1 health problellll1 f'inaneial 
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problema, or ether aspect& ef .. cial werk. 
c .. taet with other Dinsicm Persunel 
Table 20 refers to tb.e cues shared by" the secial werkers 
ill the uit witb etller Dirlsion persanel. 
TABlE 20 
CASI!S SHARED WITH arHER DIVISI<lf PEilS<lfNEL 
Dirlsion Persoanel 
other· Social Workera 
Scheel Psyehelogist 
Spenh Theraput 
Others 
He ene 
Tetal 
Kimber ef Cases 
6 
19 
4 
3 
13 
45" 
Jll ehildren referred to the Student Seeial Work Unit were 
referred !rem ether Dirlsioa perse:mel. ,b neted ill the data, 
thirteen cases were b.udled solely bT tile UDit. That is, ill these 
referrals, the referrillg pers011. did net e!!er 111fT additioaal serrlce 
to the referred child er family, and treatllent was given ftly by" the 
social worker assigRed to the ease. Six referrals were shared with 
other social workers. In those six oases, the student secial workers 
ef'fered treatment to tho ebild, and the other social werker treated 
the family. These six cases were the only children treated by" tile 
studeat social worker•• Nilleteea cases were shared with tho school 
I 
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psychologists. h all tbese cases the pareat was seen by the social 
worker, and the child reoeived senice !r• the psychologist. The 
student social workers worked with the pareats in the seven cases 
shared with ether Divisioa per .. mel such as speeoh or readilag thera-
pists. Fi..,. referrals received multi services !rem the Division. TAat 
is, the ehild vas seen by a psychologist lllld a speech or readi.Jig thera-
pist whereas the pareat was seen by the social worker. 
This data empkaaizes tbe fact tlaat the diseiplilles withill the 
Diviaio• pereeived the studeat social werker 1s f'llllctioll as workillg 
vi th the pareata of the referred children. In enry case referred te 
the Social Work Unit, 'the parata of these children were reeei'rlng 
service. This again empllasizes the Dirtsiea•s eiiJlCera about the 
aterrelatioDSbitr.,eln school aad heme 9vireDmellt. 
Table 21 deals vi th the collateral cntacts made by the school 
social workers in the unit relat:!. ve to these forty referred children. 
TABlE 21 
COLLATERAL OONTACTS BY PLACE OF INTERVIEW 
Collateral C.taot Di"H!!!:Igffice School Phone Total 
Teacher 1 
' 
21 1 23 
Principal 0 23 0 23 
Psychologist 4l 3 0 44 
Speeek 9 0 0 9 
Other social workers 9 2 3 14 
Total 60 49 4 113 
The studat social workers had a total or 113 cmtacts with 
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other soheel peraOJJBel regardillg referrals tel the Secial Work Unit. 
Tveaty-three "atacts were made vi th teachers; all but eae took place 
ia tile school. Tweaty•three ceatacts were made with school principals; 
all teek place ill. the school. Of the fertY""feur ccmtaets made with 
the scheol PIY'Cheleg:l.ata 1 ferty-ene teek place at the office buildiJag 
ef the Diviai.oa ef Pupil Persennel. The nine centacta with speeeh 
tllerapists took place h the Divisia1s buildillg. Of the feurteea 
cH.tacts vi th ether seeial wrkers 1 Diu eccurred ill. this buildiBg 
also. 
From this data we may ceaelude that the secial workers IIIUSt 
reach eut inte the teachers' and sehool priacipals 1 setting if 
collateral ccmtacts are to be made. ihe relaticmship with other 
Divisiolt personnel is made mere accessible by the location of all 
Divisi01t personnel within oae effiee bnildhg. Cemmunicaticm took 
place ut ollly in the offices, but also in the cerriders and luncbroDIII.e 
'Dlese ceatacts, although meaniagf'ul1 were ef an hferlll&l nature and 
were ••t ccnmted. 1'b.ey did, hewe-rer 1 eeatribute te the !llakhg ef the 
relatiOlllShips with Division pers~~~~~~el. 
Services Received 'by the Referred Child 
The Divisien of Pupil Peraenael e!fers the pupils ef Newton 
speech therapy 1 remedial readhg1 pqchetherapy 1 social casewerk and 
psyehelegical testiJig. The pqchelegical testiag is a shert-tel"'R 
service used fer diagnostic purposes tevard the fermulaticm ef treat-
Mat plallllo 
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The emphasia upon the parent-ehild relatio1111hip may be seen in 
the llUIIIber or children referred to th.e Social Work Ullit liho had received 
ser'f'ieos trn. other discipl.iAes in the past. That is, e! the !ort:r 
ohildron referred during the period et: the study, twenty-Jlille childrea 
had prier eoatact with the Di'rlsiea. Of taese twenty-aine children,. 
only seventeea were reoei'Yi.Jig direct ser'f'ioe f'rom Division persoDnel. 
0! the forty children referred to the unit during the period 
e! thia study-1 eleven were new to the Di'rillioa. Four· et: these eleven 
childrea were •••urreatly reeei'Yi.Jig aerrl.oes !rom ether disciplilaes. 
Serrl.ees to Parents 
Aa pre'rlously mentioaed1 the Seeial Work Ullit e!!ered serrl.eea 
to thirt,r ... ix family ullits during the period o! this study. Tbirty 
mothers and oae !ather were illterrl.ewed by the student social workers. 
I:aterrl.ews were held ill beth e!t:ice and hoae settings. Eight clients 
/ . 
were seen regularl:r in their hemes1 ud twenty-three clients came to 
the seoial werk e!!ices. Hourly illterviews were seheduled on a weekly 
basis for each client. During the pc-ied ef this study, September, 
1961 - January, 1962, a total of 177 iater'rlews were held. 
During the period or this study, three o! the thirty-six 
families terminated treatment. On.e family unit moved to another eom-
munity. One elient terminated after two illterviewa as the child's prob-
lem had subsided. Contact with one family, predqmiuntly non-&gliah 
spealdag1 was termillated due to cflliiiiiUJlioation di!fiaulties. The remain-. 
1ng thirty-ti'lree fa:mily units cCI.Iltimled in treatment after January, 1962. 
Table 22 deals with the reuens noted !or the need !or parental 
referral to the unit. 
TABLE 22 
REASOOS FOR PARENTAL IiE!'BRBAL 
Re!el"l'al Reuon 
Pareat1s re~st 
Supportive eas-k 
Exploration 
Family il!volTOment 
Re-re!erral 
Paychologist referral 
Total 
li'lllllber 
10 
5 
8 
4 
2 
2 
31 
Ts e! the parental referrals were based upon the parents t 
request !or help with their child. Due to tile nat=e o! the child1s 
problem, eight parOB.ts were referred. b7 the psychologist !or the 
primary purpose e! exploration aad senrillg e£ developmeatal and baok-
ground iaf'ermatioa te be used ill makillg a ~eatmeat plan !or the !lllllily. 
SupportiTO casework was indicated !or !in 1110tilers. Fnr families were 
referred because e! their extreme iavol TUIODt in the child's adjust-
meat aad academic aehieverant ia the sol\ool settillg. Two families were 
referred bJ' the psy-chologist !or direct tllerapy- with the parOB.ts. Two 
families had. previously been seen b7 the Division persOJIIlel ad were 
re-re!erred !or additioaal help. We uy llpOCU.late that the various 
reasons fer referral of parents iadicates the Division's awarOB.ess e! 
the relatiOJUihip between h0111e mel. school enTiromaeat and the h81118's 
iJifluace upa a c:bild' a school proble~~~a 
SiJace tile scope of the sernce offered by tile Social Work Ullit 
vas aew to lll&l\f people ill the eODIIUJli ty 1 it vas attempted h this s~ 
to gain a limited perspective of the eliellt 1s roactiou to their ro-o 
terral ud the serrl.ces offered. Were they accepting, ambivalellt1 or 
resistant? Aa used by the worker-s, the term uceptanoe IIIOIIJI.t that the 
eliot used no exterJial obstacles to prevent his accepting the first 
appGiJLtmeat with the worker. He eanthued with the worker aBd. cancelled 
DO appoilatmeats. The term ambivalellce was used by the worker if tbe 
eliot iladicated a reluctance te accept the appG:illtmelato. This was 
shown by hesitation :ill establiabiJJg an appoilataent hour and by cancel-
l:illg some of the ear:cy. iliLterviews. Reaistuee was used to iladicate 
overt hostility by tile eliot regard:illg the referral. nus could be 
aanifestecl by cu.cellation of appe:ill'bllellto or extreme difficulty :ill 
eatablishilag the appOi:Atment hour. Table 2.3 refers to the clients 1 
reaetions to the seni.ce. 
TABlE 2.3 
CLIENT RIU.CTICti TO CASEWOBK SERVICE 
ReKtia 
Aoceptmce 
Ambivalelloe 
Resistance 
Total 
Iaitial 
12 
1.3 
6 
31 
After lst Iaterview 
15 
11 
5 
3l 
52 
Duriag the ilrltial iaterview, twelve clieats accepted the 
service. There were thirteea clieDts 'llile were ambivale11t aad six whe 
were resistut. The werkers noted a chuge ia some ef the clie~~ts 1 
attitudes after the first iaterview. There were fifteen who were aecept-
iag; ele'Yell llhe were ambivalent.; rive who were resistut. Due to the 
S1llal.l size ef the sample, there is ao great. emphasis placed upen this, 
except as a gauge of the client's perceptiaa ef the value of the social 
work service. 
Table 24 deals with the pare•ts• reaotioJI. to the service as it. 
relat&s to the reason fer their referral te the Social Work UJI.it. 
~ FeR REFERRAL AND CLIENTS :RKACTICii TO CASIWORK SERVICES 
Referral Rea- Accept.. l!:t:ua iTt Bee is. Tetal 
Pareat1s requeat 5 4 1 1.0 
Suppert.ive eaaewerk 4 1 0 s 
ExpleratioJl 1 3 4 8 
F11111ily invelvement 0 4 0 4 
Re-teferral 1 1 0 2 
~ Psychelogist ref. 0 1 1 2 
Tetal 11 14 6 31 
or ~ tell pareats requestiag help trom the sehoel, five were 
accepti:ag ef the serviee, fwr were UlbivaleJlt and ee resistant. FOlll' 
ef the five pareats referred fer 1r11ppertive casework were acceptiJI.g ef 
the servitte. Four er the eight pareats referred 'for purposes of ex-
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pleraticm were resi&tant to social ser'fice help. Three of these eigllt 
pareata were ambivaleat about the ser'fice IIJid Gilly ne was accepting 
of cuewerk service. 1.he four parents referred because of taeir ex-
treme invol'Velllent in the child's schoel preblem were ambivalent about 
social werk llelp. Neither parent direc~ referred by the psychologist 
was tocepting of the service. 
We may speculate that those pareats who desired the service or 
felt that it wu helpful fer them were the pareats with aceeptaue er 
positive feeliJig fer the service. Tkese whe had negative feelillg or 
resista:ace were the pareJlts who did not wish to bee0111e deeply involved 
with the sehoel er their ellild1s problem. 
The Student Social Work Unit knew that the social work ser'fice 
was new aDd was therefore concel'Jied about the clieat's use of the 
service. Few of the clients had. had prior contacts with social agencies 
to use as guides for their c .. tacta with this service. All adults were 
seen by the school psychologist before seeing the social worker and 
had this mjniw] experience with a service person before entering :into 
the relationship with the secial werker. This section discusses the 
client's focus of concern ia his initial interview. 
There were four IIAia areu of focus by the clieJlts durillg the 
initial iaterview. Tile four areas were defined by the problema raised 
by tie olienta. Thus, the area of Flllllily Relatiouhips iaeluded such 
r:eacel"'lS as spwse's depeadency needs, family health, and family inte;'• 
action. Tile secend JU.i.D area was Child's School Problema. Tlais i.Jl.oo-
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eluded ooaoerns eueh as learni:Ag aJid readi.Dg difficulties, excessive 
abseaces, ud. behavior in the cl.aureem The third u.1n area of focus 
was the Parat-Child Relatiouhip. This illcluded d.iseipli.Jle and 
parent-child iateractioa. Tho fourth area of caeera was the Child's 
Iruti:ridual Problema. This included peer relati011Bhips, fears, health, 
sibling relatiouhips, soiling ud enuresis. Table 25 deals with the 
clieat 1s focus of COJlcera during the initial interview. 
TABLE 25 
CLIENT'S FOCUS OF CONCERN DURIHG INITIAL INTERVIEW 
Focus of concern 
Family relatioaships 
Child's school problems 
Parat-child interaction 
CMld•s iadiv.idual problem 
Total 
Nuaber 
20 
16 
13 
l3 
02 
In the study, refereace was :made to Fllllily Relationships 
twenty times. The Child's School Probl01111 was 111011tioed s:l.xteea tbles. 
The Parent-Child Relatiouhip was aoted thirteen times and the Child's 
Individual Problllllll was noted thirteen ti.Jaes also. 
We llhould perhaps 110ation tllat seventeen olieats focused in 
eae area only. Thirteen clieats focused. ill tw areas aDd five elients 
focused. in three areas. Only ne clieBt feeuaed ill all four areas. In 
loekiD.g at those elieats who focused ill two areas, it was noted that 
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. 
School Preble11111 was mentie:aed eight till.elil but usualJ.7 in comectiOJl 
with the Fam1J.7 Relatioships er Parat-Chil.d hteractia. We were 
UDable to collect data regardag the eliot's pr:lllary caeern during 
the i.Bitial interrtew. 
The cliellta 1 !ocus of' cOilc:ern seOJU tc support the thought 
that they had concern about the child's school problem and saw it as 
hav.i.ag a partial basis in the h~~~e. They saw the serTice as a school 
social seM'ice that worked with school problems but also saw the child 
as part of' a f'amil7 unit. 
The Worker's Perception of' the Problo 
Being a :aew service in the schools, the Social Work Unit felt 
it impertant to note the wrker's perception of' the client's problem. 
Perception of' tlile client's problem might indicate the various areas in 
wbioh casework treatment would be focused. The social workers f'elt the 
clients' problfiiiiB could be divided into three main areas. The area of' 
Famil7 Relationships included problelllll f'ocused on f'amil7 intoractio 
within the h01110, such as marital ceaf'liet, alcoholism, etc. The lilecond 
area was Client's Own Problelll. Here the f'ocus was on the client apar'l; 
f'l:'om the f'amil7 aDd problems mentioned were conf'lict with own parent, 
own dependency needs, and health. A third area was Par011t-Child Re-
lationship. This included problems of' caf'lict between mother and 
child. Table 26 deals with the worker's perceptiOil of' the client's 
problem. 
'WORKER'S PERCEPTION OF CLIENT'S PROBLEMS 
Problem Areas 
Family RelatiOJU!Ihip 
Client's Own Problem 
Parent-Child Relationship 
Total 
Number 
2.3 
17 
22 
b2 
The data in Table 26 emphasizes the interrelationship of 
school adjustment and home envireJIIaent. The workers perceived that 
twenty-three clients hK problems in family relationship, twenty-two 
in the Parent-Child Relatisship, and seventeen parents had their own 
personal problems. 
sl!!I!W'l 
In viewing the scope of the services, it was noted that the 
Social Workers in the Student Unit shared twenty-aeven cases with ather 
Division personnel. Thirteen families received service only f'rCIDI the 
Social Work Unit. The social worker's caseload was comprised mainly 
of parents. On.ly six children were receiving casework treatment i'rlillll 
social workers. The main i'unctia ef the worker was service to parents 
of the referred children. Twenty-two families received multiservice& 
i'rom the school system. As seen by" the 11.3 fonul collateral contacts 
between social workers and DivisiGI• and school personnel, it is in-
dicated that an integral part of the school social worker's role is 
that of being actively involved in interdisciplinary cemmunication. 
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The Social Work Unit noted that of those parents who were 
accepting of the social service, over one-half were referred for 
supportive help or they requested help. The four 1110st resistant te 
the service had been referred for purposes of exploration. We may 
speculate that the reason for referral te the Social Work Unit, rather 
than preTious contact with social work agencies, pl.q'ed a role in the 
elient•s reaction to the service provided by the workers in the unit. 
Also seen was that both clients and workers perceived problems 
in the areas of Fami~ Relationship, Par•t--Child Relationship and 
Parental Personal Problems. The clients also stressed the child1s 
school problem as an area of eoacem. We may speculate that the inter--
relation of the ehild•s sehocl adjustment ud his home preblems con-
cerned not on~ Diruion personnel but alae the parents. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The writers studied thirty-six family units from which fort,y 
children were referred to the School Social Work Unit in the Newton 
Public Schools between September, 1961, and January, 1962. The writers 
examined parental characteristics, characteristics of the referred 
child, and the services offered to the family unit. The general ques-
tiona included in the study were: 
1. What were the characteristics of the fa.m:ily referred? 
2. Why did the school refer these children? 
3. What was the parental reaction to the social service? 
4. What problems were brought to the school social 
service by the parents? 
5. What w.3.s the interaction among school personnel, 
family, and school social worker? 
The first part of the study looked at the external, objective, 
and factual data revealed in the referral form and in the records per-
taining to the thirty-six parentl couples. All parents were of the 
white race. The general health was good. Few parents had prior con-
tacts with soci~l agencies. As we reviewed the data, it was seen that 
there were no significant differences between the mothers and fathers 
as parental couples in respect to age, education, and religion. In 
looking at the parents as a group, they ranged in age from twenty-nine 
to fifty-three. The educational span was partial high school to post-
graduate college work. There were no mixed marriages. There were 
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eighteen Catholic families, ten Jewish families, and eight Protestant 
families, There were four divorced parents, two separated parents, 
and three were remarried. The study of the occupations indicated this 
sample was mainly middle class, It would seem that these family units, 
on the average, were financially secure, Only one family unit was de-
pendent upon Public Welfare funds, 
The second part of the study looked at the characteristics of 
the fort,r referred children, All children were of the white race, 
Sixteen of the children were girls and ranged in age from six to sixteen, 
Twenty-four of the children were boys and ranged in age from six to 
eleven, There were two sets of twins and two adopted children, The 
ordinal position of these children included three only children, twelve 
youngest childre, eleven middle children, fourteen oldest children, 
The ordinal position of the referred child did not seem to have any 
significant relationship to his referral to the Social WOrk Unit, The 
general health of these children was good and not a significant factor 
in the referral, However, the boys were the more frequently noted to 
have problems with bowel and bladder control. &ven though noted six 
times as a health problem, bladder control was noted only once as a 
referral reason. There were some physical conditions mentioned that 
could have a psychological basis - asthma, obesity, arthritis and skin 
rashes, These illnesses were more frequently noted for girls, 
All but one of the children were in the regular classroom 
grades of one to six. The one child not in this group was a sixteen 
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year old girl with rheumatoid arthritis who received home instruction 
at the high school level, In the total sample of forty children there 
were no referrals from the kindergarten classes, This may have been 
due to the fact that kindergarten is viewed as an adjustment period, 
This also suggests more attention could be placed on the kindergarten 
child through the Division personnel's having a more educational role 
with the kindergarten teacher, Grade four had the bulk of the referrals, 
or fifty-seven per cent. Age nine was the most frequently noted age, 
or fift,y-eight per cent, Grade placements and ages were within normal 
limits, The writers speculate that the problem behavior noted and re-
ferred at this age end in this gra~e placement was due to the school 
system's feeling that the child's school adjustment problems should 
by now be resolved, It may also be possible that the more fol'!'lPl 
education introduced at this period in the \>hild's school life is 
sometimes felt to be too great a burden and challenges his controls 
upon his aggressive drives which are usual~ sublimated through learn-
ing during this latency period, 
There were eight categories plus an others category on the 
formal referral form that spelled out the problems for which these 
children were referred to the Social Work Unit, The Others "Htegory 
was used for problems related to home, school, and health th~t could 
not be classified under the more specific categories, 
ldthdrawal was the most frequently noted reason for referring 
boys. Low Grades was the second most frequent reason for referral. 
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Reading difficulties was the third most frequent reason for referral. 
The low incidence of referrals for Anti-social Behavior contrasts 
sharply with the concern for the withdrawn child. We may speculate 
that this emphasis upon the withdrawn boy may reflect, in part, the 
norms of society and the school personnel. That is, the Anti-social 
BehaVior, if not extreme, may be tolerated to a greater degree since 
it is usually considered a masculine traint. Withdrawal is not usual-
ly considered a masculine trait and would be more obvious and disturb-
ing to the teacher. 
'!he others category was mentioned nine times to be of prime 
importance in referring girls. The problems included in this ~~tegory 
were home enVironment, health problems, school absence, and sibling 
rivalry. we may note the minor emphasis placed upon the child's overt 
behavior. Rather, there appears to be a concern regardinr the child's 
total functioning and its relationship to school adjustment. 
The third part of the study discussed the referral process, 
the services offered to the child and his family, the parental client's 
focus of concern, and the worker's perception of the problem. There 
were forty children referred to the Social Work Unit from September, 
1961, to January, 1962. Thirty of these children were referred by 
classroom teachers. The principal was usually the second person in-
volved as he has to approve all referrals from his schools. Each re-
ferral was screened by the school psychologists. 
During this four month period, the Student Social Work Unit had 
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a total of 113 collateral contacts related to the forty children. 
Twenty-three were with classroom teachers, and the same number wi t.h 
school principals. Sixty-seven were with Special Service personnel 
which included psychologists and other social workers. This number of 
collateral contacts was adequate for this sized caseload. It would 
indicate that the school social worker should be a more active person 
and, if necessary, a reaching out person to the other disciplines con-
cerned. Neither the school nor the social work service fully nor con-
sistently utilizes what the other profession has to offer. If in a 
broad framework the social work service and school can move closer 
together, with the possibilit.Y of the establishment of teachers' dis-
cussion groups, more interaction may result. 
From the data compiled relative to the sharing of cases, it 
was found that the Social Workers in the Unit worked with the parents; 
usually the psychologists worked with the child, if the mild needed 
direct treatment. The school social worker's function in this setting 
seemed to be viewed as treatment of the parental client. In thirteen 
families the parent was the only member of the famizy receiving aey 
type of service. This finding would support the thought that treatment 
of parents would bring about a change in the child as the child •s prob-
lem has some basis in the broad family interaction or in the more 
specific parent-child relationship. 
As the services to the referred child were looked at, the 
emphasis of the school social worker 1 s role in the treatment of the 
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child's school problem was again seen as work with the parents. Six-
teen children received service via the school social worker's contacts 
with their parents. Only six children were seen in direct treatment 
by the Student Social Work Unit. lhese children were directly referred 
by other social workers. The psychologists offered t.herapy to fift,een 
other children, either in group or individual sessions. 
Parents receiving service included thirty mothers and one 
father. Eight parental clients were seen at home and twenty-three in 
the Social Service office. There was an over-all deficiency of data 
concerning fathers, the mother usually being considered the client in 
the parental couple. "Whether present or not, it would seem that this 
key family member, the father, should be involved more clo'lely in 
service. Since the social service does not have evening appointments, 
this may be a definite f~ctor in the lack of contact with the working 
father. 
The reasons for parental referrals indicated the Division person-
nel's awareness of the home setting and its relationship to the child 
in his school setting. Recognition was given to the parental client's 
awareness of his own need for service and also to the need that the 
parent had for support in his parental role. Those clients who re-
quested the service, or who saw it as a supportive service for their 
needs, were generally accepting in their reaction to the service. 
Those clients who did not want to become deeply involved with the school 
or their child's problem were resistant to the service. 
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The parental client's focus indicated that he viewed his child's 
school problem as having at least a partial basis in the home, The 
parent saw the school social worl< service as one that worked With 
school problems and also a service that Viewed the child as part of a 
family unit. The parental focus was in line with the worker's perception 
of the problem, The worker viewed the areas of Family Relationships 
and of Parent-Child Relationship as the main areas of the problems. 
This seemed to indicate that the school social work service must be 
family oriented. 
In essence, we may say the forty children referred to the 
Student Social Work Unit in Newton were from middle class families 
which were typical of the conununity. This study found that there were 
no significant external characteristic patterns distinguishing these 
familia~ from the general oonununHy. 
The referrals to the Division of Pupil Personnel indica.te an 
awareness by the schools of the :l.nter-relationsr1p of the emotj 0n~,1 
f3.ctors to the academic success of the student,:>, Withi.n Newton, the 
social work servicesexpand upon this awareness by offering casework 
service to both parents and child, In this way the school views the 
academic environment of the child in relation to his total life ex-
perience. 
With the introduction of the Student Social Work Unit the 
increased emphasis upon the family could be carried inb practice. 
Our data showed, however, that fathers were not receiving casework 
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services. Since most fathers in the Newt.r11 romrmmi ty are employed 
during tlle traditional school hours, a recommendation might be made 
to modify the Social Work Unit 1s hours to meet the needs of these 
parents. 
Realistically, the small Student Unit could not possibly offer 
individual casework to all children or families which may be referred 
to the unit. The lack of referrals from the kindergarten classes and 
the large number of referrals from the fourth grade leads us to feel 
that a more educational role could be assumed by the Student Social 
Workers. This educational role, for purposes of early referrals and 
prevention of· later school problems, should focus upon more contacts 
with school personnel and parents. A more consultative role may be 
carried by the worker with the classroom teacher. 1~th parent groups 
the student may lead or participate as a professional person in family 
life education programsJV'it.h<Jilt .dQllb:lj., this new role would demand a 
great deal of time and should be alloted for in the students 1 schedule. 
Our data indicated that communication did exist between the 
Student Social Worker and other discipline~. However, this was of a 
limited nature. Since communication is an essential aspect of school 
social work, this communication between various disciplines should be 
expanded to the fullest capacit,y. 
This study focused upon the establishment of a new service, 
the Student Social Work Unit, within the Newton school system. A 
future study may be indicated to unierstand the changes in needs and the 
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utilization of thiR service after Newton and the school co111111unity 
become more familiar with the function of school socj_al work. \ql, 'V 
)l ~8( 
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APPENDIX A 68 
R.S.·l NEWTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
REFERRAL TO THE DIVISION OF COUNSELING SERVICES 
······~;··N~·····························pi~~·····························Middi~·······························································o~~--~f-bi,ti;''''''''''''······················~··············· 
···········N~~-· ··············;;;;;;~······················································.Vi~ .................................................... ··:r~i;;b~~ ... ················································· 
''''''''''&h~j'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''G~~~··•••••·••••••••••••••oo••••••••••c~~:/S~~·ci~ .. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,T~~b~;••••••••••••••••oooooo••••oo•••••••oo 
·········p;~i;;;:~·N·~~;~··········· .. ····"''"''''''''''''"'''''"'''''Q~~;ti~~·"'''""'''"''"'''""'''""''''''''''''":.\dd;;;·;_;;d''Pb~~·ij'diii~~;·r;;,;·#'i"'''''"'''"''"''"'"'''""' 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
Mother's Name Occupation Address and Phone if different from #2 
eferral problem/s (Number appropriate box/boxes in order of referral significance) 
.. Low grades (grades falling or inappropriately low) ................................................................................................................... ( ) 
Anti-social behavior (disturbs class, fights, rebels; etc.) ............................................................................................................. ( ) 
. Withdrawal/isolating behavior (inadequate participation, few friends, etc.) ........................................................................ ( ) 
'· Reading difficulty (cannot read, reads below grade level, etc.) .................................................................................................... ( ) 
Speech or Hearing Problem (stutters, lisps, etc.) ........................................................................................................................ ( ) 
. Special education problem (I.Q. thought to be below 80, in Spec. Oass, etc.) ........................................................................ ( ) 
Non-English speaking .................................................................................................................................................................. ( ) 
:. Other (Specify) ............................................................................................................................................................................ ( ) 
uticulars of most significant problem in Item 6 above:* ............................................................................................................... . 
elevant objective data* (Test results, grades, disturbing events, etc.): ....................................................................................... . 
lther social agencies involved: ......................................................................................................................................................... . 
he issue as the parent sees it:* ......................................................................................................................................................... . 
he issue as the school sees it:* ........................................................................................................................................................ .. 
:rvice the pupil has been prepared for: ........................................................................................................................................... . 
:rvice the parents have been prepared for and accept: ................................................................................................................... . 
Initiator of Referral Process Statm Counselor or Teacher 
pprovcd: ....................................................................................... . 
Principal or Head Counselor 
Date forwarded: ....................... . 
• Use reverse side for additional space if necessary; please number correspondingly. 
APPENDIX B 
Schedule for Descriptive Study of Student Unit Cases in Newto 
Name of family: 
IDENTIFYING DATA: 
Parents 
1. date of marriage: 
2, marital status at"'"'p:-:r:::e:-:s:-::-ent 
living together as husb/wife 
-separated (legally) 
-Qtvorced (date ) 
---widow/widower = Other:(spec. ) 
4.age 
5.major occupation 
6.secondary occupation 
7.years attended Newton Pub, Schools 
B.highest formal education 
9.ethnic background 
10. generation 
n. religion 
12. number of previous marriages 
13. health/psychiatric problems 
Person/s in family seen regularly 
by worker: 
Child 
--Mother 
Combination 
--Others 
---
3. How long has fami.ly lived 
in NePton: 
FATHER MOTHER 
14. contact with social work agencies/ 
psychiatric se~ es prior to pres-
ent referral 
15. number of other adults in household: __ identify: ____ __ 
CHILD REFERRED 1 
16. age 17. sex __ _ 
18. school. __________ __ 
21. health problems 
Past Present 
19. grade --------------~ 20. legal status: natural 
-adopted 
- Other (spec. ) 
SIBLINGS 
22. nill!lber __ 
23. ages --------
24. sex----
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SOURCE OF CHILD'S REFERRAL: 
25. process of referral (rank by order of contact) 
teacher 
---- principal 
___ special education services (specify: ) 
psychologist 
---parent (specify: ) 
other (specify: ) 
26. d~a""'t-e-of" 1st referral to Division: 
27. date of present referral to unit ::w:::-or:::.kce:::r=-·=-. -----
28. is this a re-referral? yes __ no 
29. if yes, why referred this year? 
never seen by social worker/psychologist/other (circle) 
-- need of continued treatment by socie.l worker/psychologist/ 
-----other (circle) 
other (specify: 
REASON FOR CHILD'S REFERhAL TO SERVICE: 
30. reason (latest) why child referred W''Bchool personnel (rank in 
order of importance) 
low grades 
----"anti-social behavior 
withdrawal/isolating 
---reading difficulty 
__ speech or hearing problem 
__ special education problem 
__ non-English speaking 
other (specify: 
31. if parent seen, reason ~y referred to social worker: 
32. who referred parent/child directly to social worker.: 
INTERVIEWS BY SOCIAl 1•0RKERt 
33. number and place where interview with family member/s held: 
Child 
Parents (couple 
Mother 
Father 
others 
Phone Home School Office Total 
34. if place of interview changed, reason why: 
35. did a perceptible change in reaction to social work service 
result? specify: 
36. number and place where collateral interviews held: 
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Phone Home School Office Total 
Teacher 
Principal 
Nurse 
School doctor 
Psychologist 
Psychiatrist 
Attendance supv. 
Special Ed. 
speech specialist 
liearing " 
Clergy 
Reading specialist -------------------------------------------
other School Soc. Wkrs. 
SW agencies 
Others ( ) ____________ --------
37. does present school social worker share this case 'dth: 
Client 
no one 
---another soc. wkr. 
psychologist ---
Client 
___psychiatrist 
other sw. ag-e-ncy _____ _ 
others: (spec. ) 
38, client •s visible reaction to social work servjces as seen by 
social worker : 
INITIAL CONTACT LATER ( 2 or more) 
Acceptance Ambivalence Resist, APC@pt. Ambival, Resist. 
Child 
Mother 
Father 
Others 
39. What special services did or is the child receiving: 
PAST 
Length Last contact 
PRESENT 
~~e~~h=-------------------------------------------hearing 
read~ng 
spec. ea. 
group ther. 
psycho. test 
sch. soc. l>k. 
attend, supv • 
psychiatrist ':-n~::--::7::::'::;-::-------------------------- ----
others (spec. -'-'-~-.:..-..=----'-· -
) 
------------------- ------------------ - --
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4o. client's focus of concern during iniM.al interview: 
41. problem as seen by worker: 
Th2~k you for your co-operation. 
Please sign your n&me 
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